In this letter, we introduce the concept of k-error lattice structure to describe the stability of lattice structure for pseudorandom number sequences, give some of its properties, and make a study of the relationship between the k-error lattice structure and the k-error linear complexity. These properties and the relationship create an elementary framework to study the stability of the lattice structure of pseudorandom number sequences. key words: cryptography, pseudorandom number sequences, lattice structure, the stability of lattice structure
Introduction
There is no formal definition for good pseudorandom number sequences, but there are certain characteristic features that we have in mind when we talk about pseudorandom number sequences. In particular, we do not want to have an imbedded low dimensional lattice structure, we require high linear complexity, good equidistribution property and statistical independence of successive pseudorandom numbers. The present letter deals with the stability of the lattice structure.
Let (η n ) = η 0 , η 1 , η 2 , . . . , η N−1 be a sequence of length N with terms in any finite field K. For given s ≥ 1 and N ≥ 2 we say that (η n ) passes the s-dimensional N-lattice test if the vectors {η n − η 0 |1 ≤ n ≤ N − s} span K s , where
If (η n ) passes the s-dimensional N-lattice test then it passes all s -dimensional N-lattice tests for s ≤ s and if (η n ) fails the s-dimensional N-lattice test then it fails all sdimensional N-lattice tests for s ≥ s. The greatest s such that (η n ) satisfies the s-dimensional N-lattice test is denoted by S (η n ). For convenience and without misunderstanding, we call S (η n ) the lattice structure of sequence (η n ). Another quality measure appraising the intrinsic structure of pseudorandom number sequences is given by the linear complexity. For the above sequence, its linear complex- ity, denoted by LC(η n ), is the least order L of a linear recurrence relation over K
with the additional convention that LC(η n ) = 0 if the N terms of (η n ) are all 0 and LC(η n ) = N if the first N − 1 terms are 0 and the Nth term of (η n ) is nonzero.
A sequence with low linear complexity is cryptographically weak because the entire sequence can be efficiently computed given knowledge of any 2LC(s n ) consecutive bits using the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm. A low linear complexity has turned out to be undesirable for more traditional applications in Monte Carlo methods as well.
The relationship was investigated in [1] - [3] , between the above two concepts measuring the structural properties of pseudorandom number sequences: the lattice structure and the linear complexity. From the results in these articles we see that the lattice structure varies with the linear complexity. It is well known that a good pseudorandom number sequence not only needs a high linear complexity, but needs the stability of the linear complexity (see [4, Chapter4, 5] , [5] ). Analogously, a good pseudorandom number sequence not only needs a good lattice structure, but needs the stability of the lattice structure.
The Stability of the Linear Complexity
It is well known that a high linear complexity does not necessarily ensure that a sequence is cryptographically secure. For example, the N-periodic sequence (η ∞ ) = (0, . . . , 0, 1) ∞ has the maximum possible linear complexity N, but it is obviously cryptographically weak. After changing the Nth bit of the original sequence, its linear complexity decreases to zero. This shows that sequences with high linear complexity may be well approximated by sequences with very low linear complexity. From this observation, Ding, Xiao and Shan introduced the concepts of the weight complexity and the sphere complexity, and created the stability theory of stream ciphers (see [4, Chapter4, 5] ). Subsequently, Stamp and Martin introduced the definition of the k-error linear complexity and designed an efficient algorithm to compute the kerror linear complexity of 2 n -periodic binary sequences [5] . Here we only give the concept of the k-error linear complexity. The concepts of the weight complexity and the sphere complexity can refer to [4, Chapter4, .
For finite sequences we have: 
where (e n ) is a finite sequence of length N, and W H (e n ) is the number of its nonzero terms.
For N-periodic sequences (η ∞ ) we have
where (e ∞ ) is an N-periodic sequence, and W H (e N ) is the number of its nonzero terms in successive N terms.
The concept of the k-error linear complexity reveals the stability of the linear complexity properly and therefore has been used widely later.
The Stability of the Lattice Structure

The Concepts
First, we consider the finite sequences. Similar to the k-error linear complexity, we define the k-error lattice structure as follows.
Definition 3:
Let (η n ) be a finite sequence of length N. Then the k-error lattice structure of (η n ), denoted by S k (η n ), is defined as
where (e n ) is a finite sequence of length N, and W H (e n ) denotes the Hamming weight of (e n ), i.e. the number of its nonzero terms.
S k (η n ) means the smallest lattice structure of all the sequences obtained from (η n ) by changing k or fewer bits.
Similarly, we give the concepts of the weight lattice structure and the sphere lattice structure:
The weight lattice structure of (η n ) is defined as
Definition 5:
The sphere lattice structure of (η n ) is defined as
Let (η ∞ ) be a sequences of period N. To measure the stability of the lattice structure of periodic sequences, we define the k-error lattice structure, the weight lattice structure and the sphere lattice structure respectively as follows.
Definition 6: Let (η ∞ ) be a sequence of period N. Then the k-error lattice structure of (η ∞ ), denoted by S k (η ∞ ), is defined as
where (e ∞ ) is a sequence of period N, and W H (e N ) denotes the number of its nonzero terms in successive N terms.
S k (η ∞ ) means the smallest lattice structure of all the sequences obtained from (η ∞ ) by changing k or fewer bits per period.
Definition 7:
The weight lattice structure of (η ∞ ) is defined as
Definition 8: The sphere lattice structure of (η ∞ ) is defined as
Basic Properties
From the above definitions we can see the relationship among these concepts:
Property 1: For finite sequence of length N,
For infinite but N-periodic sequences,
For finite sequences,we have the following basic property, and it can be extended to periodic sequences analogously.
Property 2: Let (η n ) be a finite sequence of length N. Then
Some Results
For q-periodic sequence (η ∞ ) over GF(q), we have the following relationship between the k-error lattice structure and the k-error linear complexity:
Proof. It is showed in [1] that the q-periodic sequence η 0 , η 1 , . . . ∈ GF(q) passes the s-dimensional lattice test if and only if s < LC(η ∞ ). That is to say,
Note such a fact that if q is the period of (η ∞ ), then q is still the period (but unnecessarily the smallest period) of ( η ∞ ) obtained from (η ∞ ) with some bits changed in every period. Thus every sequence ( η ∞ ) satisfies
From definitions of the k-error linear complexity and the kerror lattice structure we get
Conclusions
The stability of the lattice structure is as important as the stability of the linear complexity. This letter only constructs an elementary framework to study the stability of the lattice structure. We believe it deserves a more detailed study.
